Problem Formulation
Consider the following feedback control system:
PO(F y
Here P(s) is a causal transfer function, the plant, and it is required to find a compensator, with causal transfer function C(s) which achieves internal stability and minimizes the weighted sensitivity function in the infinity norm:
I IW(s)[+P(s)C(s)l-'l 1. (1.1)
where W(s) is a proper, stable, outer rational function, normalized to be 1 at infinity. The plant P(s) is not assumed to be a rational function. In this paper we concentrate on the case P(s) = eSA Po(s) (1.2) where PO(s) is a strictly proper rational function which is outer.
The choice of W as proper (and not strictly proper) makes the problem difficult, since in general there is a high degree of non-uniqueness in the solution.
Notation, Mathematical Formulation and Preliminaries
We follow the basic notation of Hoffman (1962] and Garnett [1981] . Then heHP(n+). The mapping g -*h is an isometric isomorphism of HP(D) to HPO(+).
We shall usually work with HP(n + ) and the argument will be omitted.
We assume the plant admits a co-prime factorization: We also assume that P(s) is the transfer function corresponding to a causal, time-invariant, linear bounded operator 
Generalized Interpolation and the Theory of Hankel Operators
The results of this section are contained in Sarason [1967 Sarason [ , 1985 and AdamJan, Arov and Krein [1968] .
Let H be a Hilbert space and K a closed subspace. Let SesY(H), the space of bounded linear operators from H to H. Let
T is the compression of S on K and S is the dilation of T on H. Now let It is clear that T has a maximal vector iff T*T has a maximal eigenvalue, and p(T*T) = IIT*TJJ = JIT11 2 and hence J1ITJ = (p(T*T)) 1 / 2 .
Finally if T is compact then T has a maximal vector and T is compact
(-WeH +C. This section follows Flamm [1985] , Flamm and Mitter [1986] , and Fagnani [1986] . See also Foias, Tannenbaum and Zames [1986] .
In the first instance, we take the plant to be P ( Therefore, the spectrum of V V consists of a succession of eigenvalues with a possible point of accumulation at 1 and the point 1 whose spectral type is not known a priori.
From this we may arrive at the following criteria for the existence of maximal eigenvalues:
(i) If U = S+S*+S*S is a non-negative operator, then V*V has a maximal eigenvalue.
(ii)
If 3 M>O such that JW(iw)j>l, Vb2M, then V*V has a maximal eigenvalue greater than 1. i=l i1=
and we may conclude that n n a > b2 -)V V has a maximal eigenvalue. where for a polynomial P(s), P(s) = (-1) degree P P(-s).
X2d (s) 
where b is an appropriate polynomial. One can then compute
By computing, V*Vf = Vf + S*Vf, and imposing the condition V*Vf = X 2 f, we obtain n i -Pi This case is far more complicated.
If a+t_>2, we obtain a unique solution. This follows by applying the criterion (4.9). Now
In this case, one can show that W is a minimal symbol. Now assuming a#l, BP1, we obtain the following theorem which is the analog of Theorem 4.3 V is a polynomial of degree 1 and b is a constant.
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows from a detailed application of A far more general theory can be obtained when we combine the ideas presented in this paper (and earlier in Flamm [1986] , Flamm and Mitter [1985] , [1986] ) with the Scattering Theory ideas implicit in AdamJan, Arov = T I *T and therefore the eigenvalue problem for T*T is the same as the eigenvalue problem for WJt(wfW considered as an operator from K to K. One should therefore work with the realizations of JW9W and,~Y W instead of T and T* as done in this paper. It is also clear that a large part of the state space constructions of Glover [1984] admit a generalization to this setting.
The details of these ideas will be presented elsewhere.
